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Title word cross-reference

1 – 2 [OW80]. 2 [MF88, TH82, Zak84]. 3 [Dob84, Zak84]. 4 [Lu89, Pik81]. d [RDT80, EHH86]. K [Er83a]. M [AO80b]. n [BJ80, Var80, Wat81]. P [AF88].
T [Er87b].

-partition [AO80b]. -peg [Lu89]. -sided [BJ80].

1 [Cra86]. 11 [WD80]. 117 [WH87]. 121 [Hun85, Wic87]. 122 [Spo85]. 1975
[BB80a, BL81a, Eme80, FE80, FJA80, NQ80, Pau80b, VP80, WD80]. 1980
[CF81, JR81, NPCA81]. 1981 [FSWL82, Kil81b, NPCA81]. 1984 [Ano85m].

2 [Bai88, Tra84]. 2900 [IS81]. 2nd [CF81, Che82, Lea80].
Abstract [BL81b, CGK80, Fur89, Les83a, Mai85, MTW88, RvS88, Rob88,
YP86, CFL84, WS86, Yel89]. Abstraction [FM86b, JL80, KGC85, Ree80c].
Abstracts [Sho81, Wel80a, SC87]. Access
[GP88, KS82, Kie88, LW85b, MK82, SW84, O’S88, ZR88]. Access-Control
[KS82]. Accessing [CN82, Mul87, WN81]. Accounting [Bar82a, Kol83].
Achieving [Lyo85]. Acid [CCL87]. ACM [Ano80c, Har80]. Acquisition
[AB84, Bow83, KC88]. Action [WHF83]. active [HTW89]. Activity
[Tu85, BWM88]. actor [KL89]. Ada
[BM86, Bro84a, Hun85, RB85, SW83, Wie82, Wie87]. Adapted [Ver87].
Adaptive [Akl87, BM88, FA88, Mál89, Witt80]. Adder [Fen87, Sal87].
Adding [LE86]. Address [Par88, SAA88]. Addressing
[Bra85, Bra86b, CFL84]. Adequacy [DW88]. Admin
[PPB84a, PPB84b, PPB83]. Administration [Cha82]. admissible [Er89a].
Adoption [AB84]. Advanced [Ing83, NQ80, WW83, BAI88]. advances
[Mur83, Wis82]. advice [BM80]. Affine [SkI81]. after [SPMD83].
agglomerative [EHW89]. Aggregate [Bow84]. Aggregate-Incomplete
[Bow84]. Aid [DP88, Mul81, Tra82, Tra84, HM80a, KH81, Tom82]. Aided
[FR80]. Algebra [BBK87, Bar84, Bar85]. Algebraic [Bir89, HK88, FM85].
Algebraically [Fos86]. ALGOL [GP80, DM85]. Algols [FJA80].
Algorithm
[Abb80, Ano87a, BGR86, BMT85, Bro83, CL83b, CD80, CHPS85, CG85,
CD85, DMS+89, DB81, EL89, Er83a, Er84d, Er88a, Er88b, EN82, Fros81, GC87,
Hät84, HP88, HP89, HWW87, IZP81, IP86, JBJ84, Les83b, McC82, Pie82,
PG82, PK85, SM88, VR81b, Wil85a, Wil83d, Wil86a, Zak84, ZOG85, Ano80c,
Com85, ET88, Er88c, Er89b, Hat86a, Iga80, KR89, Lut80, NS87, SE82,
Sue80, SAA88, Th81, VR81a, Wes80a, Wil86b, Hun85, Spo85, WH87, Wie87].
algorithmic [Mou87]. Algorithms
[Akl87, Ano80a, Ano81a, Ano81b, Ano82a, Ano84a, Ano84b, BE82, BF81,
Bri85, CR87, CL83a, CV86, DM85, Dro87, HM83, ME88b, Mur85, NS87, Ox89,
Ree84a, Ric88, Wil83c, Wit80, Atk80, FL80, GP80, Mur83, WM84, O’K85].
allocated [Das82]. allocating [KH81]. Allocation [BAS6, BGR86, CCS7,
CC88, CD82, Leu82a, McE82a, Pf84, Ree83, Ree84b, Ree87, Ree80h, Wan80].
Alternative [Hou86, MD87, Sch85, Zar80]. Ambiguity [Sch85, MV88].
Among [BT81]. Analyses [Ree84a, O’K85]. Analysing [LE86]. Analysis
[ABD84, AB84, BS86, BF81, Bri82, CC87, CG80, DP88, EW80, FSW85,
HD82, Ing80, Jac80c, Lar85, Leu83a, LW85a, Lom88, MG85, Mil81a, PW81a,
[BY89]. Compilers [Cap80]. Complete [Pag81]. completer [Zar80].

completion [Sal87]. Complex [BGR86, ZBS81, BM80, HM80a].

Complexity [BR86, CCD86, CCS87, MK85, Nav87, Pra84, Ree84a, O’K85].

Component [UVS87, TH82]. Components [Fro85]. Composite

[FJA80, McL85]. Compositional [RL89]. Compressed

[AF88, Woo84, Mul87]. Compression

[BD82, CH87, FM83, Lle87, Pik81, Rai87, BM89, Mäkö89]. Computability

[Goo85a]. Computation [Er83c, ME88a]. Computational

[Jam89, Pra84, Ree84a, O’K85]. Computations [JJ86]. Compute

[Bra85, Bra86b]. Computer

[Ano81i, Bar82a, BL81a, Ben82d, Bri82, BK83a, CF81, CD81, Cav83, Cha81a,
CW82, Emr80, EM81b, FSWL82, FR80, FJA80, FS81, GK84, GG86, Gil83c,
Jac80a, JJS81, KVV89, Laz81, Lea80, Lie89, Mar80, Mit82, MTPL88,
Par89, QY89, RH89, Smi83, Tho80b, TF87, UHS85, Wel82, Woo82, BP82,
BK83b, Cap86, Er86b, GGH87, HM80a, Hea81, HM80b, JC88, Jam81,
Kec87, KH81, MR85, Wat82, WN81, LM88]. Computer-Assisted

[Smi83, LM88]. Computer-Based [FSWL82]. Computerised [BD81].

Computers [Ben85, Flo80, FRS87, Fre82, Kec87, Sow87]. Computing

[Abb80, Bow81, Col82, Er82a, Er83a, FSWL82, Muc82, PK83, RS88, THR82,
Wat81, Wic89a, WN86, Bur87b, Noo84, Pro83, CF81]. concept

[BPG87, Fun84, SA81]. Concepts [Fro85, HS82, Rob80b]. Conceptual

[FL85, Fro83, Min88, Sha81c, SC87]. Concrete [BBK87]. Concurrency

[HM84, IP86, PPB84b, Rv88, Wet81]. Concurrent

[BIY88, HW89, Hul86, KS85, Shi85, Bur87b, KL89, KS82]. Condition

[Gra87]. Conference [Ano81h, Ano83c, Ano85i, Ano85j, Ano80j, Ano80d].

Conferences [Ano83b]. configuration [MBC86]. Connected [UVS87].

Connection [Bra88]. Considerations [AB84, Wri83, PGM84]. considered

[Lip80]. Consistency [BKK84, LW85a]. Consistent [UHS85]. Constant


[Orn88, Sho81, PPB84c]. Construct [Lo84]. Constructing [FL89, EL82].

Construction [EA83, Lle85, Rob80b, SS80]. Constructs [DE86].

containing [WC85]. Contemporary [FSW85]. Context

[AMN81, Ram85, SEPK89, EDS86]. Context-free [SEPK89]. Contiguity


contour [RB86]. Contouring [Sch82a, RB86, ST81]. Control

[Ben82c, Ben82d, ER86a, EM81b, FK86, GP88, GN83, IP86, KS82, MK85,
MT83, PPB84b, Rv88, THR82, TF87, Ken80, O’S88, SP82, YAH80, Den80b].

controller [SA81]. Controlling [O’S88]. Conventions [HH80].

Convergence [Jam87]. Converging [Jam89]. Conversion

[CCDS86, Par89, SW83, Ste86]. copies [KHS1]. Copying [BR86]. Copying

[Har81a]. Corecs [PPB84a]. corporate [Car86, Ham80a]. Correct [Bra80b].

Correctable [TB86]. Correction [Sub85, WT84]. Correctness

[Lew84, MP89, O’S88, PJ86]. corrector [Ano80e, Sme80, Wes80a].

Correspondance [Bel81a, Har81c, Rob83, Wig81a]. Correspondence

[Apo89, Bae86, BM83, BM81, Bow87, Bre81a, Bre81b, Bro86, Bro88a, Bro88b,
E. [Mil82a]. Earthwords [Oxl89]. economic [Mor89]. ed [CF81, FSWL82]. edged [WW82]. edited [Eme80, JR81, NQ80, NPCA81]. Editing [AMN81]. Edition [Lea80]. editor [Sha82b]. Editorial [Ano87m, Col89, Coo89a, Ham81a, Ham82, Ham84, Ham89, Wad89, Wic89a, Ham80a]. Edn [Che82].

EFDM [KA86]. Effect [Kol83, RM89]. Effective [Jon82, Lea86]. effects [SvR83]. Efficiencies [Jam89]. Efficiency [LW83]. Efficient [Cze88, Er87c, EA83, Har81a, Har82a, Mul85, Ram85, Sal87, SSDS89, Sip88, Ano80c, CP87, Er87a, Ken85, Sna80, Wes80a]. Effiel [Coo89b].

eigensolution [CHPS85]. Eigenvalue [BES83]. Eigenvalues [CZ82, SC81, CL83b, SE82]. Eight [RHS89]. Electre [ER86a]. Electronic [BB89, Col89, Gou80, GGH 87, Mit89c, Sha82a, SPMD83]. Element [She85, ST81]. Elemental [Abe85]. Elements [Ben82d, Gil82, Gil83b, CL83b]. Eliminating [HY81]. Embedded [Bro84b].


terface [Fun84, Fun85]. Enumerating [Aki87, Er85b, Pal86].

Enumeration [SM88]. Environment [BIY88, UPT89, Bri80a, Bri80b, DB88]. Environmental [GW88].

Environments [KS85, RS88, GF87]. Equation [Jam87, Shi89]. Equations [BD81, DAEH81, Abb80, IZP81, JBJ84, RD80]. Equifrequent [YW82].

Erratum [Ano80c]. Erroneous [Kol83]. Error [ABB83, BDS82, KS85, Mul81, WT84]. Errors [Lei86, BD80]. essential [JC86]. Estimating [CN82, LW85b]. Ethernet [Par88]. Eurographics [Tea82]. Evaluating [RS87]. Evaluation [Cav83, IH86a, IHS86b, Mah84, Pap82, YW82, Ber87b, Reu81, Wes80b].

Evaluative [Mic81]. Even [ABB4, Com85]. Event [Ree84a, O'K85]. Events [Ano84f, Ano85].

Evolution [ST89, FE80]. examination [AW85, Stu84].

Example [Muc82, Muni85, Par82]. examples [GF87]. Exclusion [HPR88, PJ89]. executable [GCS89]. Execution [WC86, Gal87, Teu87].


Exploiting [Ben85]. exponential [Lip80].


external [TH82].


I/O [MK82, Per80]. Ibbett [Eme80]. IBM [Sha86]. ICL [IS81]. Icon [Gri80, WGS83]. Identification [Tse87a, O’S88]. Identifying [Tse87b]. Identities [Bir89]. ideographic [WN81]. II [All85, Mic82]. ILP [Kil81b]. Image [AF88, OW83b]. Images [OW83a, AO87, Lut80]. Impact [LE86, Ham80b, Ham81b, Hea81, Jam81, Nyg80, Wat82]. imperative [Bai88]. Implementation [CS85, DAT87, ER80, Er87c, FA88, Har82b, MA89, NF80, SSDS89, Sip88, SB81, TB86, TL85a, Uli88, WF89, CFL84, Cze88, Er87a, RB85, Ros82, Sma88, ZR88, NPCA81]. Implementations [Hul86, Pey89]. Implementing [FRS+87, GP80, MÌnk89]. implicat [Iga80]. implications
Implicit [SK85, Shi89]. Important [Sha86]. Improved
[GN88, Leu82a, MM88, ME88a, ZOG85]. Improving [Fro86, Wes80b]. in/
one [CCD86]. Inclusion [CW82]. Incompatible [WR86]. Incomplete
[Bow84, WN88]. incompleteness [MV88]. Increasing [BR86, Laz81].
Incremental [ANN81, Bre82, Bro84a, Ear80, PW81b]. Independence
[BL81b]. Index [BMT85, Col82, HK85b, JW82, PF86, Zve80, All82, Fro81].
Indexes [HK85a, Mul87]. Indexing [Foo86, HK80, MM84, SB85].
Indicators [FR87, Ree88, Er86b]. Indirection [Gol85]. Individual [Le 88].
Inducing [CD82]. Industry [Bar82a]. Inference [Clo87, HW88].
INFERNO [Qui83]. informal [FM85]. Information
[Abe85, AB84, Ano80e, Ano81m, Ano82d, AFWH88, Cha87, CCS87, FSW85, Geh83, Hai83, Ham89, Har80, HN88, Lan85, NH89, Rze85, Sca85, Sca89, Sch83, Sta85, Tul85, VSF83, Van86, Cap86, Cla88, RSS87, Ros82, SI80, Spu88, WN88, Wil80]. Information-theoretic [CCS87]. Inheritance
[Hut89, KLS89]. inhibition [RDT80]. input [BP81]. insertion [Zak84].
Instances [Mai85]. Instruction [Bae84b, BS89, Mil82a, Bae84a].
instructional [Rus86]. Integer [PK83, Wil89, FL80, Pro83]. Integers
[MD84]. Integral [DAEH81, RD80]. Integration [DM83, HKPW89].
Integrity [Bak82a, FW83, PPB84c]. Intelligence [Kha80, Bur80b].
Intelligent [Kie88, RSS87, TCL89]. Intentions [Lo84]. Interacting [CR83].
Interactive [ER80, GK84, Rey83, SLH83, BMW88, Har82b, SB81].
Interconnected [MCL89]. Interconnecting [ZE88]. Interface
[AK81, Dix85, Fro85, MTPL88, PJ80, GE85, GF87, Jam80, Shi89].
Interfaces [BM88, Hop81, SLH83, Dee80, RB85]. interference [Qui83].
Intermediate [Kil81b, SW83]. Internal [FL85]. International
[Ano80d, Ano83c]. Interpolation [MK87]. interpretation
[Ber87b, CFS89]. Interpreter [MA89]. interpreters [FL89]. Interprocess
[PB86, Mar82]. Interrupted [Wil83d]. Interval [VT87]. Introducing
[Gou80, HK80]. Introduction [Eme80, Pau80b, Bai88, Lan80, TSL85c].
Introductory [Ev83]. Inverse [Ull88]. Inversion [Pie82, Stu84]. Inverted
[JW82]. investigation [Mil81b, Tal84]. Investment [AB84]. Invitation
[Cai82]. IPSEs [Le 88]. irregular [BJ80]. ISAM [MK87]. isolation
[BB84]. issue [Ano81d, Ano81e, Ano81f, Ano81g]. Issues [VP80]. Iterative
[BE82, DMS89, Er84d, Jam87, Jam89, Lu89, Roh87, vdW88].

J [BB80a, BL81a, CF81, FJA80, Fox87, JR81, Kil81b, NQ80, WD80]. James
[Bra86c, Bra86a, Bra88]. Joints [Seg87]. Joint [Ano80e, Har80]. journal
[BB89, Sha82a, SPM83, Ano81]. JSD [GG89]. Judicial [Cla88].
Jumping [ASG79, Atk84, Hil80, Ing82, MR82, Rob80a, Tay80].
Justification [Pr81].

Kennedy [CF81]. Key [BD82, CC87, SB85, Hun85, TH82, Wic87]. Khalil
[BL81a]. kind [RD80]. kinds [Hut89]. Kit [BS87, AFWH88]. Klint [Kil81b].

L [BL81a, Che82, NPCA81]. L. [Che82]. Labelling [SK85, UHS85, UV87]. labels [Pag82a]. Laboratory [FSWL82]. LAN [Par88]. Language [EB89, ER80, ER86a, Fro83, Har84a, HS83, Hil82, Hil83, JK80, Kil81b, Lav83, MM84, NPC81, PJ80, TL85a, WD80, YP86, BPG87, BHY89, FL89, GCS89, Har82b, Ken80, Lay85, Ser81a, Ser81b, SB81, Wan80, Wil82b, WN81].

Languages [ABM88, Bur88, Cow86, FD88, Har82a, HK88, HH80, Hou86, Pag81, Pey89, SEPK89, TL85b, WF89, KL89, PRO80a, Tal84, TL85c, Wal82, Yel89, FSWL82, Tre82]. Lano [BB80a]. Lapin [Che82]. Laplace [Pie82].

Large [BL81a, Den80b, FSWL82, NQ80]. large-scale [Har88]. Late [Kol83]. Latency [Sam81]. Lattice [Pal88].


Lexicographic [Er87b, Er87c, Er88b, Irv84, Irv87a, Spo85, Wil83d]. Lexicographically [Er85b, Er83b]. library [Teu87]. Life [Sca85, Ros82]. Like [Har84b]. LINC [SPMD83]. Line [Bre82, Ear80, PG82]. Linear [Abe85, BE82, DD87, DD88b, HY81, Jak85, Lar85, Wil85a, CF89, Wit80]. lines [CP87]. LISP [Sip88]. Listing [Er87b]. Literate [Knu84, Thi86].


M [BL81a, Den80b, FSWL82, NQ80]. Machine [GN88, Kha80, PF86, Tre82, PG84, RB86, Clo87, WD80].


Making [TB82, Coo89b]. Management [Har82a, Lic89, PS88]. Mailer [Hil84, Wil80, Wis82, Ber87b, MBC86, Nau84, RSS87, NPC81, VP80]. Manager [Hek89, Dix85]. Manipulation [FS87, Uck85]. manufacturers [Hea81, Wat82]. map [BKK87]. Mapping [FL85]. mappings [Gri80]. Mark
Mark-Scaling [Bro83, Wil86a, Wil86b]. Markov [CH87, Leu83a, LW83, Lie87]. Markovian [Pfl84]. marks [Var80].

Martin [Bel82, Mil82a, BK87]. Martin-Löf [BK87]. Marwick [VP80].

Match [Zve80]. Matching [PK85, Coo89c]. Mathematical

[LP85c, LM88, IR81]. Matrices [CZ82, SC81, CHPS85]. Matrix

[ME88a, CL83b, SE82]. Matter [Hut84]. Matters [Hug89]. Maximum

[Wet81]. Mean [Bra85, Bra86b, Deo83]. means [Sow87]. Measure [Pra84].

Measurement [CCD86, RS88, BM84, JC88]. Measurements [Muc82].

Measures [RS87]. Measuring [LW85c]. Media [Bra85, Bra86b, Deo83].

means [Sow87]. Measure [Pra84]. Measurements [Muc82].


Mechanism [KS82, BP82]. mechanisms [O’S88]. mechanismization [Mic82].

median [Erk84]. median-of-three [Erk84]. Medium [GP88, MD84].

Medium-Sized [MD84]. Medium-sized [MD84]. Meek [FJA80, NPCA81, HWW87].

Meet [Mum85]. Meeting [Ano81k]. Meetings [Ano82c, Ano81l]. Memories

[Do84]. Memory [Bur87a, LE86, Pfl84, Rec87, Ver87, Wri83, BBKR89, Dav82]. Merging

[DD87, DD88a, DD88b, Wri82]. Message [Rob88]. messaging [GGH87].

Method [CC87, CC88, Fro85, McL85, Sub85, HWW87, Kee87, Lei87, Sow87].

Methodologies [CD81, FSW85, SWB87]. Methodology [BR86, HSS83, Jac80a, TAP89].

Methodology-Directed [HS83]. Methods [Che82, Fle82, JR81, Lau81, LCP81, RV88, Wic89a, EHW89, JC86, Spo85].

Methodology [Rob80b]. Metric [DW88]. Metrification [FW86]. Metrics

[Ben82g, Nav87]. Michael [Bar82b]. micro [MR85]. micro-computer [MR85].

Microcode [Fos86]. Microcomputer [Dea82, EM81a, Ham81b].

Microcomputers [CS85]. Microelectronics [Jam81]. Microprocessor

[ES81, Hor83, WW83, MB87]. Microprocessor-Based [ES81].

Microprocessors [Ben82c, Hea81, Wat82, NQ80]. Microprogram [LCP81].

Millington [Bri82]. MIMD [ZE88]. minicomputer [Ken80].

minicomputers [Hea81, Wat82]. Minimal [CL86, SM88]. Minimizing


[Kol83]. ML [A.89, MA98]. Model [DC84, FM86b, FS81, Goo85b, KA6, Leu83b, Mac81, PW81a, RL89, Rec84b, Ree87, RV88, Rob88, Zab81, CM89, Dee80, Fun84, Gom81, KGC85, Leu82b, MKP87, Per80, ZR88]. Modeling

[Rad82]. Modelling [CH87, LM88, Par82, BWM88, KH87, SC87, ZR88].

Models [Bar83a, Bas86, Dav84b, FRS87, Fur89, LW83, LW85, LW85c, Lie83, Min88, OM88, Ze88, Coo89a, Dav84a, HT89, RR82]. modern

[BHY89]. modest [Tho80a]. Modified [MM84, SE82, SAA88]. MODULA

[Wed80, Bai88]. Modular [Eme80]. Modules

[DAEH81, MG88]. Modulo [CC87, CC88]. Monitor [CR83]. Monitoring


[PO81a, Rie89]. MU5 [Eme80, BB82]. Mu6P [WW83]. Multi

[CC87, Mit89c, Par88, Ken85]. Multi-destination [Mit89c].

multi-dimensional [Ken85]. Multi-Disc [CC87]. Multi-LAN [Par88].

multidimensional [JC88]. Multimedia [NH89]. Multiple

[BHK85, CC87, GP88, Lo84, MB87, MKP87, NS87]. Multiplexing
Multiplexor\cite{ES81}. Multiprocessor\cite{BWW81,Bur87a,MCL89}. Multisection\cite{BES83}. Multivalued\cite{Jaj86}. Mutual\cite{HPR88,PJ89}. Myers\cite{FA80}. Mystical\cite{Sta85}.

N\cite{Eme80,FSWL82,Kil81b}. NAND\cite{RDT80}. NAND/NOR\cite{RDT80}. National\cite{Ano81h,Noo84}. Nations\cite{Bog83}. Natural\cite{Pau85,FJA80}. Needs\cite{Mum85}. Neglected\cite{Ben82b}. Nested\cite{MT83,SP82}. Nesting\cite{CD85}.

Net\cite{Rad82,Gal87}. Network\cite{EM81b,FRS87,HPR88,IEH85,MHS85,AO87,CFS90,Fun85,Ken80,KH81,PPR89,PPB84c}. Networks\cite{EM81a,Gil83c,GP88,Hara84b,Lee80,SK85,Wel82,Lip80,Shi82b,Eme80}.

Neural\cite{FRS87}. Nomenclature\cite{Wil83c}.

Non\cite{Er88b,Goo80,Goo85a,HH80,Wey82,WF89,Van86,Hat84}. Non-Classical\cite{Van86}. Non-Overflow\cite{Goo80}. non-recursive\cite{Hat84}. Non-Regular\cite{Er88b}. Non-Strict\cite{WF89}. Non-Testable\cite{Wey82}. Non-Underflow\cite{Goo80,Goo85a}. Nondeterminism\cite{Bur88}.

Normal\cite{DP88}. Normalization\cite{AC84}. Notation\cite{Hul86}.

[BAe84b,Che86b,CG85,Dav84b,DMS89,EL89,Er82a,Er87c,FP82,Jam87,Lu89,Mic81,Mum84a,Ox89,Pac88,PK83,Rey83,Sal87,SAM88,WH87,Wic87,Wil86a,BM89,Dav82,Dav84a,Er83b,MT83,Pro83].

Notes\cite{AB84,Akm86,Bra86a,BLS89,BK84,BKK84,CG85,Fro86,GC87,IT86b,Inv84,Lo84,MD84,NPS89,PK83,SEFK89,Tse87b,CC88,HUT84,ME88a,Pal88,Rv888}. Notice\cite{An887}. Notices\cite{An86d}. Novel\cite{WL87}.

Nucleic\cite{CC88}. Null\cite{HY81}. Number\cite{Cha87,Mcl82a,MT83,PW81a,SD82,SP82}.

O\cite{DD88b,MR82,Per80}. Obituary\cite{Fox87}. OBJ\cite{GCS89}. Object\cite{Coo89a,Cro80,DE86,FA88,Fur89,HW89,LSV89,Coo89c,CL89,Yel89,ZR88}. Object-Based\cite{Fur89}. Object-Oriented\cite{Coo89a,CL89,Yel89,ZR88}.

Objects\cite{Hop81,CL84,DP89}. Office\cite{Geh83,Gou80,Tyl88}. Offshore\cite{She85}.

One\cite{Lyo85,Com85,CC86}. One-in\cite{CC86}. One-in/one-out\cite{CC86}.

Only\cite{CD82,Sal87}. Open\cite{Bra85,Bra86b}. Operating\cite{BMNS87,Gil83b,Fur81,JS89,MT86,Gil82}. Operations\cite{Ab85,Bla82,GN83,OW83a,OW83b,Rey83,UL88,Wei81}. Operator\cite{BBK87}.

Optically\cite{MCL89}. Optimal\cite{Akl87,BGR86,CD85,HK85b,KW84,Leu82a,Pag82b,Pap82,Sur86,Bra80b,EL82,KR89}. Optimal-Fit\cite{Leu82a}.

Optimisation\cite{Den80b,LW85a}. Optimising\cite{Seg87,TH87,BHY89}. Optimization\cite{HD82,Vaj83,TA84}. optimum\cite{HK82}.

Options\cite{Tri80}. Order\cite{BD81,Er83a,Er87c,Er88b,Inv84,SB85,Er87a,HN88,Wil83d}.

Ordered\cite{DY80,Er85b,Er89a,BPG87}. ordering\cite{Spo85}.
Organisation [Cha81a, HK85b, Sca85, Sur86]. Organisational [Le 88]. 
Organisations [EH88]. Organization [DC84, Dav84b, Dav84a]. 
Organizations [CN82]. Oriented [Coo89a, HW89, KB87, LSV89, UPT89, Bai88, CL86, KL89, TAP89, Ye89, ZR88]. OUFDM [Lei87]. output [Pro86, HP88, WH87]. Overflow [Bra85, Bra86b, Goo80, MKP87]. 
Overlapping [BHK85]. Overlay [SAM88, BKK85]. 
Performance [Bri85, CC87, CC88, FS81, GN88, IEH85, IP86, JW82, Lar82, Lar85, Mah84, MK82, Muc82, Mul85, NPC81, Rey83, Ver87, GE85, JC88, Len82b, WM84]. Performances [ES81]. Perkins [Mil82a]. Perlog [MG88]. Permutation [Atk80, Er87c, Ir87, MF82, VR81b, Er87a, Erk84]. Permutations [Aki87, GB83, Top82, CF89, Er89a, Spo85, Var80, Wil83d]. Persistence [MG88]. 
Persistent [ABC83, DB88, DPSW89]. Personal [Wil84, Ham80a]. 
Prototyping [MD87, UPT89, Har88]. Proving [MP89]. Public [Mit82].
Publications [Smi86]. Publishing [Col89, Dun82, BB89]. Purpose
[ASG79, Ing82, Hils80, MR82, Rob80a, Tay80]. Puzzle [RG86]. Puzzles
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